Oracle Analytics platform
Capabilities Explorer

Connect
Oracle Analytics connects to many data sources, both Oracle and nonOracle, including other cloud providers (e.g., Azure and Google), social
feeds, IoT sources, data lakes, and more. Connected data sources can
include cloud, on-premises, or self-service data sets. Use self-service to
blend third party or personal sources for a complete business view.

Native connectors
Get started quickly with thirty-seven out of the box, native connectors,
including Oracle Autonomous Database, Oracle EPM, Google Biq Query,
Salesforce, Amazon Redshift, Azure Synapse and Snowflake. In addition,
connect to any Java Database Connectivity-based (JDBC) data source.
See all supported data sources

“We have a situation
where our users can
do their own
analytics. And Oracle
Analytics provides
that capability”
Conny Björling
Head of Enterprise
Architecture
Skanska

Related solutions
 Fusion Analytics Warehouse
 Autonomous Data
Warehouse
 Machine Learning
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Direct query and caching
The Oracle Analytics platform provides both direct query and caching
options. Direct query enables data to be ingested into the analytics layer
directly from the data source itself at query time. Choose a custom
balance between direct query and caching depending on the analytics use
case. Analytics queries are automatically optimized for each data source
for best performance. Oracle Analytics does not require any third party or
proprietary data store to be preloaded with data before users’ analytics
activities can begin.
Direct query is an essential need as identified by Gartner in their Critical
Capabilities report 2021. This ensures the most accurate representation
of the data in the visualization layer but can potentially place a lot of
analytics compute load on the data source systems.
Frequently accessed data sets can be optionally cached by Oracle
Analytics to boost performance and reduce the analytics workloads on
the source systems. Caching analytics data sets also helps to reduce data
source processing loads.
Read more about OAC’s in-memory capabilities
Learn more about OAC caching
Learn more about OAS performance tuning

Local and third-party datasets
Upload local or personal datasets such as spreadsheets and comma
separated value (CSV) files. Analyze these datasets alone or combine with
any connector-based data source or governed enterprise data model.

CSV upload data preview
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Connect with us
Call +1.800.ORACLE1 or visit oracle.com. Outside North America, find your local office at: oracle.com/contact.
blogs.oracle.com

facebook.com/oracle

Copyright © 2021, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. This document is
provided for information purposes only, and the contents hereof are subject to
change without notice. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor subject
to any other warranties or conditions, whether expressed orally or implied in law,
including implied warranties and conditions of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. We specifically disclaim any liability with respect to this
document, and no contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by
this document. This document may not be reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, for any purpose, without our prior written
permission.
This device has not been authorized as required by the rules of the Federal
Communications Commission. This device is not, and may not be, offered for sale or
lease, or sold or leased, until authorization is obtained.
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